Double Degree Programs
Some facts about EP

• Teaching
  3000 students
  2000 polytechnic engineers - 20% international
  430 masters students - 60% international
  575 doctoral students - 40% international
  670 lecturers-researchers
  20% international lecturers
  6 members of the Académie des sciences
  27 masters disciplines
  10 teaching and research departments
Some facts about EP

- **Research**
  - 1608 people working in the Research Centre
  - 981 of which are researchers
  - 572 PhDs
  - 21 laboratories
  - 22.5 M€ in research contracts
  - Over 1250 publications a year

- **International**
  - 181 agreements with foreign universities
  - 786 international students
  - 65 nationalities
Some facts about EP

• Master’s programs in cooperation with its partner institutions:

  Centrale-SupElec
  Ensta-ParisTech
  INSTN
  Telecom-ParisTech
  Université Evry
  University of Paris Sud

… makes things complicated …
Double Degree

… yet to be determined, discussion at the moment with the master‘s COMASIC (Master Conception, Modélisation et Architecture des Systèmes Industriels Complexes):

COMASIC aims at providing a training of excellence in the design, modeling and architecture of complex computer systems.

Usual frame:
• Master program
• 1 year at TUM, 1 year at EP + common master‘s thesis